Sub Pop is an opportunity for everyone to see that you can do something. Wherever you are, whether you’re in Seattle, or Montana, or Minneapolis, if you’re sitting in a small town waiting to go to Hollywood—you don’t need to go to Hollywood.

—Stone Gossard, Pearl Jam, Green River

Just like some kids grow up obsessed with bands and then end up starting a band, I was obsessed with record labels and wondering why they do that and how they do it. Sub Pop was the closest, best thing for me to focus my curiosity on.... I was fascinated by the snarky advertising. There was this post-modern, meta quality to some of it, and this smugness quality to some of it. Twenty years later, I still don’t know if I liked it or hated it, but I was surely fascinated by it.

—Slim Moon, founder of Kill Rock Stars Records (Elliott Smith, the Decemberists, Sleater-Kinney)

In the late '80s and early '90s, Bruce Pavitt and Jonathan Poneman distilled the brains, hard work, imagination and entrepreneurial spirit of the '80s American underground into a cultural phenomenon called Sub Pop. Thanks to brilliant hype and great bands, Sub Pop became a regional powerhouse, a reminder that New York and LA hardly held a monopoly on creative genius, putting Seattle on the map as effectively as other corporations thousands of times their size. But the most amazing thing is that 20 years and a few miraculous comebacks later, Sub Pop is releasing its best records ever—and that's really saying something.

—Michael Azerrad, author of Our Band Could Be Your Life

As a Northwest local, a young entrepreneur, and a music fan, I think Sub Pop is a paragon of the indie label rising up to champion artists that otherwise wouldn't have been given a chance while remaining well-rounded and dedicated to good taste and eye-catching graphic design. Also, Bruce Pavitt is my dad.

—Iris Pavitt, age 14 (SP217)

Sub Pop somehow got me hooked on buying any 7" record, no matter how terrible or great the music was, because of the limited-edition colors. I don't think they were initially doing this as a way to get you to buy them but they sure were eventually. I bought 6 copies of the Screaming Trees double-single because they had printed what I was told was a run of only 100. I think there were a lot more than that though. Nonetheless, the limited, colored vinyl was effective enough that I managed to trade 3 of those Screaming Trees singles for a 1976 Dodge Dart. That's some fucked commerce.

—Isaac Brock, Modest Mouse

Hard to believe its been 20+ years since Kim (Thayil), myself and some friends set up an assembly line in Bruce's apartment, packing and hand addressing that beautiful LP box—Sub Pop 200. Nothing but possibility lay before us and look what happened. Bruce and Jonathan's vision helped define a cultural movement.

—Susan Silver, manager for Soundgarden, Alice in Chains, The U-Men.
1979: Bruce Pavitt, a student at Evergreen College in Olympia, Washington, creates issue #1 of Subterranean Pop, a fanzine focused on independent American rock records.

1983: Pavitt begins writing a "Sub Pop U.S.A." column for Seattle music magazine, The Rocket. He also uses the name for an underground music radio show on KCMU-FM.

1986: Pavitt releases the vinyl compilation Sub Pop 100 (SP10), featuring Northwest punk bands like the Wipers and the U-Men. The back of the record includes a black and white logo originally created for the "Sub Pop U.S.A." column by Melissa Silverman and Wes Anderson and revised significantly by Art Chantry. For the album, Dale Yarger stacks the word Sub above the word Pop, and a soon-to-be-world-famous mark is born.

Spring 1987: Jonathan Panam, a promoter whose "Audioasis" show on KCMU-FM features local bands exclusively, meets Pavitt and offers to finance Soundgarden's Screaming Life EP (SP12) on Sub Pop. Pavitt and Panam are full partners in Sub Pop Records. (And, "Audioasis" continues to this day, two decades on, as a Northwest music show on KEXP.)

June 1987: Sub Pop Records issues Dry as a Bone (SP11) by Green River, a Seattle rock band that includes future members of Pearl Jam and Mudhoney.

April 1, 1988: Pavitt and Panam quit their jobs, open a tiny office, and the modern Sub Pop begins.


November 1988: The Sub Pop Singles Club 7-inch record subscription series launches with Nirvana's "Love Buzz" b/w "Big Cheese" (SP23).

Fall 1988: Sub Pop begins selling iconic T-shirts that feature "Loser" on the front and the Sub Pop logo on back.

June 9, 1989: Nirvana releases its debut album, Bleach (SP24). It goes on to sell 1.6 million copies and becomes Sub Pop's best-selling release.

June 9, 1989: Mudhoney, Ted and Nirvana play "Loomerfest" at Seattle's 1,400-seat Moore Theater. The sell-out show suggests Seattle rock is reaching more than just scenesters and is about to explode nationwide.

August 1990: Mudhoney is the first Sub Pop band to play the Reading Festival, the UK's premier outdoor concert.

August 1991: Seattle music magazine The Rocket publishes a cover story on Sub Pop's financial difficulties titled "Sub Pop: Is the Price of World Domination Too High?"

August 23, 1991: Nirvana performs at the Reading Festival.

October 23, 1991: Seattle Weekly publishes a cover story on Sub Pop's financial difficulties titled "Is Sub Pop About to Pop?"

August 30, 1992: Nirvana headlines the Reading Festival, which also features performances by Mudhoney and L7.

October 1992: Sub Pop opens its own Seattle retail store; at nearly 500 square feet it is aptly dubbed the Sub Pop Mega Mart.


May 10, 1994: Sub Pop releases Diary by Sunny Day Real Estate (SP246). The disc becomes a how-to manual for making emo records for the next dozen years.


June 1995: Bruce Pavitt leaves Sub Pop Records.

August 11, 1996: The Seattle Times publishes a story on changes at Sub Pop that concludes, "as a shaper of tastes, its most rarified days have probably passed," and "Panam's rich and somewhat powerful company might never be as great again."

November 9, 1996: Music video that documents the microscopic media attention turned on Seattle in the wake of Nirvana's success, premieres. Sub Pop issues the soundtrack.

April 31, 1998: Sub Pop introduces a new edition of the Singles Club subscription series, which over the next four years will release 7-inch records by Modest Mouse, the White Stripes and Bright Eyes, among many others.

June 9, 1998: Acclaimed noise-pop band the Jesus & Mary Chain release Munki (SP246) their first album for Sub Pop. Band dissolves three months later.


January 19, 2000: Sub Pop issues its 500th release, Mudhoney's March to Fuzz (Best Of and Rarities) (SP500).

May 30, 2000: Sub Pop stuffs the entire Mega Mart operation into the already bustling subpop.com, closes physical retail store. Rent goes way down.


November 5, 2003: Sub Pop issues its first comedy album, David Cross' Shut Up. You Fucking Baby! (SP590), which in 2003 is nominated for the Grammy for Best Comedy Album.

February 16, 2003: The Paste Service release Give Up (SP595); At nearly 1 million copies sold, it's Sub Pop's second-biggest-selling album.

May 24, 2005: Critic's favorite Sleater-Kinney release The Woods (SP670); their first album for Sub Pop. Band goes on indefinite hiatus one year later.

July 31, 2006: Sub Pop goes green by purchasing renewable energy credits equal to the company's energy use.

September 12, 2006: Punk stalwarts Dead Moon release Echoes of the Past (SP706) a 20-year retrospective and their first album for Sub Pop. Band retires two months later.

January 13, 2007: The Shins become the first Sub Pop band to perform on NBC-TV's "Saturday Night Live."

January 31, 2007: The Shins' Wincing the Night Away debuts at #2 on Billboard's 200 Albums chart, marking Sub Pop's highest appearance in the ranking.

March 9, 2007: Jonathan Panam launches Hardly Art, a new label distributed by Sub Pop that pairs smaller bands with innovative business models.


February 10, 2008: Folk duo Flight of the Conchords win the Grammy for Best Comedy Album for The Distant Future (SP746).

Spring/Summer 2008: Sub Pop celebrates its 20th anniversary with a reissue of Mudhoney's Superfuzz Bigmuff, a new edition of the Sub Pop Singles Club and an outdoor summer music festival in Seattle.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Everyone
FROM: Sub Pop Records
DATE: April 2, 2008
SUBJECT: World domination

Mission complete.

JP/cm

Uh. OK. Well, maybe that’s overstating the case. (Sub Pop has, ahem, been known to do that.) But really, did anyone expect a little label like Sub Pop to see its 20th birthday? To not only last this long, but to release five of its six best-selling CDs in the years since 2001?

“Sub Pop was the grunge label, right?” That’s right—the original home to Nirvana, Soundgarden and Mudhoney, incredible bands all. Bands whose members even, on occasion, wore flannel shirts. And 15 years after the rest of America draped itself in fashionable, grungy flannels (and then promptly took them to the thrift stores where they always belonged), Sub Pop is again one of the top music companies in the land, with artists racking up “Saturday Night Live” appearances and Grammy nominations.

In fact, while much of the music industry has been desperately trying to put the brakes on declining sales, Sub Pop has been giving away music by top-sellers and working with unorthodox business models.

Seriously, who’d’ve thought it? Other than the humble founders of Sub Pop, that is?

SUB POP ROCK CITY

It was Soundgarden that brought Sub Pop label chiefs Bruce Pavitt and Jonathan Poneman together in Seattle in 1987.

Poneman, a music promoter and DJ on public radio station KCMU, was a quiet observer, thoughtful, analytical, Pavitt says. By contrast, Pavitt wore his passion for Northwest rock and punk on his sleeve. “There was always something on the tip of his tongue that he was enthusiastic about,” according to Mark Arm, singer and guitarist for the Sub Pop bands Mudhoney, Green River and the Monkeywrench.

At that point, Pavitt had already been using the name Sub Pop for various projects: a fanzine and cassette series, his own radio show on KCMU, and a column in the local music paper The Rocket. He’d also released an album called Sub Pop 100 that included indie groups like Sonic Youth as well as Northwest punk bands the Wipers and the U-Men. Poneman offered to finance Screaming Life by hard rockers Soundgarden, and he and Pavitt became partners in Sub Pop. They quit their day jobs, and on April 1, 1988 they moved into a tiny office in Seattle’s Terminal Sales Building. They stacked boxes of records around the toilet.

From their earliest days together, the pair spoke publicly about “world domination.” Of course it was largely a goof. Sub Pop, after all, hailed from Seattle. In the late 1980s, Microsoft had yet to conquer the world’s computers, and Starbucks had not yet opened on every corner. Seattle was the rain-soaked backwater to most of the country, and to the music industry in particular.

That said, Pavitt and Poneman were serious about creating a brand for the label that would rival classics like Motown or Blue Note. Many of their early releases featured a uniform look: a black bar across the top, with the band’s name in all capital letters, followed by the release name, all in a sans-serif font. Many of those early records also featured the iconic, action-packed rock photography of Charles Peterson.
Credits for the albums and singles often listed only Peterson and producer Jack Endino. Paring down the text, Pavitt says, pumped up the visceral connection to the records, added a sense of mystery, and branded Peterson and Endino as Sub Pop's house photographer and producer.

And then there was the logo. "That logo was a large reason of why I wanted to work with Bruce," Poneman says. Evolving over time through use in Pavitt's Rocket column and on Sub Pop 100, the mark was another key ingredient in creating an image for the label. Stark, simple, with a white-on-black "SUB" stacked above the black-on-white "POP," the logo lent itself to reproduction on the tiniest CD spine to the largest poster. In the early days, shirts with the logo outsold Sub Pop's records.

"We learned early on that probably the best way we could spend promotional money was to make a profit having other people wear our logo," Pavitt says.

Indeed, relentless branding was the Sub Pop approach. At the time, 7-inch vinyl singles were the hip currency in punk, issuing them in limited runs made them instantly coveted, and encouraged word-of-mouth interest in Sub Pop. But it also bred frustration when fans found the singles immediately sold out at record shops. From this conundrum came the Sub Pop Singles Club: fans subscribed to a series of monthly, limited-release 7-inches. The label got paid up front, fans got rare vinyl by mail, and excitement moved through the underground about that label from Seattle.

While courting devoted fans, Sub Pop also courted the press, and the British music press in particular. UK outlets such as Melody Maker and the New Music Express were given to hyperbolic fawning, which suited Sub Pop's own exaggerated marketing. In March 1989, the label paid to put Melody Maker's Everett True on a Seattle-bound plane to come soak up the scene. His excited report back, "Seattle: Rock City" whet European appetites for all things Northwest, including Seattle's pared-down punk and metal hybrid known as grunge rock.

Three months later, Sub Pop released Bleach, the first album by Nirvana. Although the album was not an immediate hit, it generated big buzz in American indie circles. Tastemaker Thurston Moore from Sonic Youth offered props to both Nirvana and Mudhoney in interviews. Bands that once drew 100 hipsters to Seattle clubs were now selling out the city's Moore Theater. Meanwhile, Sub Pop released records by heavy rockers Tad, the universally offensive Dwarves, and feminist badasses L7, among scores of others.

**Hype, Bills, Layoffs & Cash**

Unfortunately, while Sub Pop was awash in artistic success it was also awash in financial trouble. The short story: hyping bands into the stratosphere costs lots of money. The long explanation involves unwise spending on meals and travel, through-the-ceiling legal bills as Pavitt and Poneman entered discussions with major labels, and an unprofitable distribution business.

Layoffs began in the spring of 1991. Eventually the company dropped from a staff of 25 to a crew of 5. "When you were in the office, you felt the stress, the financial pressure," said Megan Jasper, who began at Sub Pop as a receptionist in 1989, and who today holds the vice president's seat. "But in the outside world everybody thought that Sub Pop had more money than the company could handle. And that was because of the way everything was being marketed at the time."

Eventually the word was out. The Rocket and Seattle Weekly ran stories predicting the label's demise. Musicians were heard at gigs shouting rumors that Tad's checks from Sub Pop bounced.

Paradoxically, Nirvana both rescued the label and set the stage for even more difficult years in the latter part of the decade. With its second album, Nevermind, Nirvana left Sub Pop and moved to the major record label Geffen/DGC. Within nine months of its September 1991 release, Nevermind had sold 4 million copies. Sub Pop received a buyout on Nirvana's contract, plus royalties on future albums, and that income helped pull the label out of the red and into the black.

Of course, Nevermind also made grunge a household word and put flannel shirts and Dr. Martens boots on fashion runways and in JC Pennys. By this point, major labels had been scooping up Seattle bands for a few years. When Nirvana brought alternative music into the multi-platinum mainstream, the majors looked harder, looked wider, and offered more money for bands to sign on the dotted line. Suddenly Sub Pop was competing not only with other indie labels for new talent, but with the majors as well.

With so much corporate cash floating around, artists demanded bigger advances, larger budgets, more support, even from independents. Pavitt recalls one band's story as typical of the times: "I was told by our head A&R person that they would be happy with a $5,000 advance. Two months later, we were giving them a check for $150,000."

In January 1995, Sub Pop completed a deal with Warner Bros. In return for an infusion of cash, Warners received 49 percent of Sub Pop. While the money helped Sub Pop compete on the post-Nirvana landscape, it also led to changes that were foreign to the label's culture. Poneman points to a number of mistakes that followed the Warners deal. Sub Pop opened satellite offices in Toronto and Boston, spent too much money on band advances, restricted its A&R policy for finding new artists, and established contracts with all employees. Later in the year, Pavitt left day-to-day operations
at the label he founded to raise his family in the northern islands of Puget Sound.

There were, of course, high points during these middle years. Sub Pop issued early albums by The Go (whose Jack White was also starting up a band called the White Stripes) and Zumpano (led by Carl Newman, who would later lead the New Pornographers). Meanwhile, Sub Pop played the role of rock historian, notably issuing a compilation by influential Australian punks Radio Birdman and underscoring Americana’s debt to the Boss with Badlands: A Tribute to Bruce Springsteen’s Nebraska (SP525).

THIS RULES

It would be overstating the case to call Sub Pop’s poor business choices in the late 1990s a mixed blessing. Nonetheless, righting the ship from those years did set the label up to thrive in the new century as the music industry struggled in the face of a shift to digital distribution.

“You can’t buy your way out of certain problems,” Poneman says. “You need to go back to your mission.” And that mission had always been world domination—or, to put it in more realistic terms, uncovering artists and bringing them to the world.

The third wave in Sub Pop’s history broke with the June 2001 release of The Shins’ retro-sounding Oh, Inverted World (SP550). The album registered immediately with hip cognoscenti, but The Shins shot onto the mainstream radar when two of their songs were used on the Garden State (2004) soundtrack.

Hit indie-pop albums by The Postal Service and Hot Hot Heat followed, along with a string of modern folk discs by Iron & Wine and rootsy rock from Band of Horses. Sub Pop even moved into (intentional) comedy with a Grammy-nominated set from David Cross and a Grammy-winning release from Flight of the Conchords, among others.

It’s not as if the label has abandoned its underground roots. Mudhoney, after all, continue to put out discs on Sub Pop. (And truth be told, grunge wasn’t Sub Pop’s sole focus even in the early years.) Still, there is a sense of being able to breathe more freely now that bright cultural spotlight has moved on from the Emerald City and alternative rock.

“New clubs open, new people move to town,” Jasper says. “You find your place in it and start caring about other things. At some point you feel like that outsized attention is behind you.”

Oddly enough, the label that itself claimed to have its sights set on world domination has found its new footing in responsibility. Outrageous advances for bands and videos have been scrapped. Sub Pop works to make its bands as self-sufficient as possible. Tours are designed to make money, rather than be artificially buoyed by the label. Realistic recording budgets are set so bands have a chance to earn royalties even on modest sales. Meanwhile, Sub Pop has taken advantage of the opportunity for cheap promotion made possible with the proliferation of ways to hear new music online—too commonly perceived only as the 21st century scourge of record labels.

In 2007, Sub Pop launched a small imprint called Hardly Art with an eye toward exploring territory outside the traditional music industry business model. Instead of bands earning royalties, they split profits with the label. Bands own their master recordings and license them for release to Hardly Art. And all deals are one-offs rather than standard multi-album contracts.

As Sub Pop moves into its third decade, Poneman describes the label’s history as “Innocence, innocence lost, innocence regained.” Sure, it’s a joke (how naïve is any label that, at the depths of its financial woes, printed up shirts reading “What part of ‘We don’t have any money’ don’t you understand?”). But there is a grain of truth in there.

Sub Pop at 20 approaches its goals the same way a pair of enterprising kids would have thought about Soundgarden and Nirvana two decades ago.

“We react solely from a place of, ‘This is fucking great,’” Poneman says. “The world may react differently, but we start from the premise of, ‘This rules.’”
NIRVANA
Bleach (SP34)
1989
Goodbye hair metal, hello alternative rock revolution. The warm-up to a masterpiece.
Key cut: “About a Girl”

SOUNDGARDEN
Screaming Life/Fopp (SP12)
1990
While grunge explores the gutter, Soundgarden aims for the giant sky sounds of heavy metal.
Key cut: “Nothing to Say”

SUNNY DAY REAL ESTATE
Diary (SP246)
1994
Wedding interior-focused lyrics with stadium-sized rock, SDRE set the stage for emo to come.
Key cut: “In Circles”

SEBADOH
Bakesale (SP260)
1994
A hallmark of the lo-fi world, cut through with confessions of disappointment and obsession.
Key cut: “License to Confuse”

THE MURDER CITY DEVILS
Broken Bottles Empty Hearts (SP429)
1998
Flagbearers during Sub Pop’s lean years, MCD are scrappy rock’n’roll, all muscle chords and squealing organ.
Key cut: “18 Wheels”

THE SHINS
Oh, Inverted World (SP550)
2001
Beatlessque? Sure, if clever lyrics, addictive melodies and timelessly fresh sounds are Beatleseque. (Far be it from us to call Lennon & McCartney the proto-Shins.)
Key cut: “New Slang”

DAVID CROSS
Shut Up, You Fucking Baby! (SP590)
2002
Smart-ass! Insightful! And no music! It’s a Sub Pop comedy record!
Key cut: “My Wife’s Crazy!”

IRON & WINE
The Creek Drank the Cradle (SP600)
2002
From superfuzz and bigmuff to slide acoustic and banjo...a collection of modern folk with lyrics that feel like they were carved in old barn beams.
Key cut: “Upward Over the Mountain”

THE POSTAL SERVICE
Give Up (SP595)
2003
The left-field hit, on which dizzying beats and blips make a bed for lyrics both lonely and aspiring.
Key cut: “Such Great Heights”
Highest position on the Billboard 200 Albums chart.................................................................#2
..........The Shins, Wincing the Night Away (2007)

Best-selling album..............................................................1.6 million copies, Nirvana, Bleach (1989)

Most releases by a single artist.........................................................17, Mudhoney

Number of releases through June 2008.................................................................777

Sub Pop Singles Club releases, first incarnation, 1988-1993...............................................62

Sub Pop Singles Club releases, second incarnation, 1998-2002........................................47

Sub Pop Singles Club releases, third incarnation, 2008-2009...........................................12

Singles Club members at peak of first incarnation.........................................................4,500

Grammy nominations......................................................................................4

Children assigned Sub Pop Records catalog numbers..................................................2

Percentage new releases sold by download in 2007.....................................................21

Free downloads of The Postal Service’s “Such Great Heights” on subpop.com........11,655,300

Employees as of March 2008.................................................................................27

Dogs roaming the halls of Sub Pop HQ........................................................................3

Cost in cents for 12 oz. Ranier beer in lunch room soda machine.................................75

Corporate charitable donations in US dollars for 2007.................................................250,000

Highest winning online auction bid in US dollars for Nirvana “Love Buzz” single.........3,451